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Status of of construction in Hungary
• Since 1989 modest amounts spent on construction
• Built environment needs replacement, modernisation and
extension
• Every up-to date building
products are available.
Even the general quality
of building is still behind
the European average,
prominent investments
present the latest
systems and
technologies.
Figure: Siemens telecommunication Office
Building, Budapest, 1999
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Challenges of the construction sector
in Hungary
Main driving force: Hungary’s EU accession, resulting
opportunities and duties in:

• achieving a more intense protection of the built
environment
• improving the supply
of infrastructure
• minimising regional
differences
Figure: Church complex, Miskolc, 2000
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The construction output in Hungary
• Between 1996 and 2002 industrial-, commercial-, hoteland office construction grew
• Housing construction recovered after a decade in 2001
• Infrastructural projects remained well below building
construction volume
• In 2002 an outstanding growth in the residential and
civil engineering sector, the building industry exceeded
by 20% and became a driving force in the economy
• In 2003 the dynamism of housing construction has
come to a standstill and also the number of public
procurement tenders decreased
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R & D background in Hungray
During the time of socialism:
R&D activities were
regulated and controlled by the state that provided special
subsidies for research institutions and universities for
working on central pilot programs. Large construction
companies also prmoted research activities.

After 1989:
- As large construction companies and central programs,
also large research institutes were ceased and financial
funds radically decreased. There was a strong
privatization process in the construction sector.
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R & D background in Hungray
Status of R&D today:
- Mainly the Academic Research Workshops, Higher
Educational Institutions and Innovation Parks
exercise research activity.
- The Budapest University of Technology and
Economics (BUTE) continues to be a major party in
building research.

- The former Building Research institute was merged
in ÉMI and now EMI has special role in research and
innovation.
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R & D background in Hungray
Several barriers emerged in innovation, like:
- the common attitude of builders, as traditional way
of construction and traditional techniques are highly
preferred in order to minimise risk and maximise
profitability in construction.

- after privatization, construction companies are stressed
to stengthen their organization and financial stability and
have no capacity for R&D
- strong financial barrier in R&D activities and innovation:
in 2002 only 1,7% of the total R&D support addressed
construction
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R & D background in Hungray

- Great part of the innovative products comes out of the
international research but there are excellent
Hungarian results too (e.g. ARCHICAD of Graphisoft)

Figure:
Graphisoft Information Park,
Budapest, 1998-2002
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Examples of themes of internationally
recognized national R&D practices
• Durability of concrete with special concern of air
pollution (BUTE, Department of Building Materials)
• Indoor air quality (BUTE, Dep. of Sanitary Engineering)
• Building energetics (BUTE, Department of Building
Physics and Energetics)
• Colour dynamics (BUTE, Department Drawing)
• Solar energy in building (Fiorentini Hungary Kft)
• Fire engineering (ÉMI)
• Construction waste management (Scientific Society of
Building)
• Building diagnostics (Széchenyi István University, Győr)
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Hungarian participation in international
building R&D activities and organizations
• CIB activities (ÉTI, the Hungarian Building Research
Institute was a member from 1953 that gave also a
president, a general secretary and a vice-president for CIB)
• ÉMI is a member of CIB, from 1995 a full member of UEAtc,
from 1998 an observer member of EOTA, from 2000 a full
member of ENBRI. ÉMI is participating in 6 EU 5th RTD
projects / thematic networks (CRISP; PeBBu; E-CORE;
EGCN; FIRE-TECH; FLAMERT)*
*CRISP – Construction and City Related Sustainability Indicators– Thematic network
PeBBu – Performance Base Buildings - Thematic network
E-CORE – European Construction Research - Thematic network·
EGCN – European Green Cities Network – Thematic network
FIRE-TECH - Fire Risk Evaluation to European Cultural Heritage - Thematic network
FLAMERT – New Surface Flame Retarded Polymeric Systems to improve Safety in
Transportation and Other Areas– Project.

Challenges in R&D
in the construction sector in Hungary
• to get know, adapt and apply the results of R&D
conducted in the EU countries, with special concern of
demonstration projects;
• to take sides with the European requirements and needs;
• to take part in new R&D works that challenge the whole of
Europe.
A precondition is to raise the awareness of
organizations interested in construction of the
importance of R&D activities for ensuring long-term
competativeness and existence.
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R&D strategies
For the success of R&D strategies:
• It is important to identify long-term values and
make a balance between values and interests in
construction activities.
• Efficient communiction is needed among
stakeholders wih different interest.
• The government has a responsibility for providing a
bakground for the success of long-term social interest
and for creating a good quality, sustainable built
environment.
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R&D strategies
General tasks related to R&D startegies:
• To get know the users’ needs
• To develop efficiency of the whole construction
process (investment, planning and design,
construction, operation, disposal, reuse)
• To develop new materials, techniques and
assessment tools
• To improve environmental performance
• To promote innovation
• To raise the performance of the working-force
through proper education and training
• To follow international trends and to transmit them to
domestic stakeholders
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Priority themes of R&D strategies in Hungary
• Healthy building and environment (improving indoor
and outdoor air quality; improving indoor comfort and
microclimate, avoiding „sick building syndrome”,
reducing indoor and outdoor noise effects; reducing soil
pollution and damage…)

• Energy-efficiency and water management in
building (reducing energy in constructing and
operating buildings, reducing water consumption and
pollution, reuse of sewage…)
• Construction waste mangement (to manage and
reuse the materilas of demolished buildings…)
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Priority themes of R&D strategies in Hungary
• Durability, maintenance and adaptability (improving
durability of building materials and constructions, to
prevent damages due to environmental pollution, to
consider life-cycle concerns in design, construction
requirements and technology…)

• Sustainable urban environment and settlements (to
preserve and improve the visual quality of urban
environments, with special attention to large-panel
housing estates; to preserve and develop urban green
areas; to solve the special problems of environmental
protection and sustainability in Budapest agglomeration, in
settlements and villages…
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Priority themes of R&D strategies in Hungary
•

Sustainable and
affordable housing
(improving housing
affordability, flexibility,
privacy, accessibility,
mobility, safety and
security, value of use; to
start a new program for
non-profit rental housing, to
develop social housing, to
create a new system for
housing allowances …)

Figures:
1.
New condominiums, Budapest
2.

Student apartmans, Pécs

Priority themes of R&D strategies in Hungary
• Quality assurance in construction (quality control
of products and construction, new methods of quality
assurance, developing design methods, tools and
indicators for comperative evaluation of design
solutions on the bases of eco-efficiency and life cycle
assessment; developing performance-based building
and regulations; sustainable
and clean construction
process; improving social and
economic conditions of
sustainable construction…)
Figure: Lutherian Church, Budakeszi,1999
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Additional remark
The sensibility of
administration is
very low for
construction
research.
Construction sector
must conduct hard
lobby to sensbilize
thoose disposing
with financial funds
for the needs of the
sector.
Figure: ORFK-BRFK Police,
Budapest, 1997
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Thank you for the attention!

